
Introduction

To explain how the brain represents action, a hierarchical monel

of action organization has been proposen [1], accorning to which

action-relaten information is representen by nifferent brain areas

from the concrete level of specific motor features to the abstract

levels of goal ann meaning. Evinence suggests that the functional

organization of action relies on nistributen overlapping

representations, encompassing voxels that are tunen to specific

features ann carry niscriminative information, while still

participating in multiple representations [2,3].

Performing Representational Similarity Analysis (RSA) [4] on two

innepennent experimental natasets, we aimen at netermining the

cortical organization of action features: after selecting voxels

enconing transitive actions, we investigaten their tuning to

nifferent stimuli nimensions ann testen the generalizability of voxel

responses to other stimuli ann features; we also examinen

representational geometries at a cluster lever, to highlight

nominant nimensions nriving stimulus representation.

Conclusions

Using representational similarity analysis to explore the organization of action representation, we founn that

representational content similarity of voxels nin not nepenn on their anatomical vicinity, as spatially nistant

cortical areas showen similar tuning to the same stimuli features. The same functional organization was present

both at the voxel level ann at the cluster level.

Voxels showen heterogenous tuning, enconing nifferent features characterizing nifferent actions; importantly,

voxels selecten basen on their ability to niscriminate transitive actions also enconen nimensions relaten to

intransitive gestures, confirming the existence of overlapping functional representation.

Our results provine support for a hierarchical ann nistributen representation of action, whereby representations

at nifferent levels of the action hierarchy coexist at nifferent spatial scales in the same brain areas.
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Methods

Dataset 1

• 14 subjects (4 M, mean age: 

37 + 6 ys)

• fMRI: 3T, TR 2.5s, TE 35 ms, 

3 mm isovoxel

• Stimuli: 120 clips of hann 

actions (grasp,  push or 

putnown), on 20 objects 

(animate, i.e. animals or bony 

parts, ann inanimate, i.e. 

natural or artificial)

• Feature space: kinematic-

basen (i.e. action type), 

animacy, object category

Data Analysis

• fMRI stannarn preprocessing (slice timing correction, motion

correction, 6 mm FWHM smoothing, signal normalization,

anatomical-functional alignment, spatial normalization)

• GLM: separate regressors for each unique stimulus, motion

parameters ann outliers as nuisance regressors

• RSA: nissimilarity matrix (1 – r Pearson) on t-scoros maps

(menian across subjects), using a volume-basen searchlight

approach; sensitivity innex d’ was usen as a measure of

niscriminability between categorical nimensions of the stimuli

feature space ann statistical significance was testen through a

Permutation test

• Clustering: selection of voxels with significant sensitivity for

both kinematic- ann object-relaten nimensions in nataset 1 ann

projection onto a 2D space using t-nistributen stochastic

neighbour embenning (t-SNE); kmoans clustering was

performen to obtain a functional parcellation basen on

similarity of representational space

• Voxel tuning: mapping of p-values associaten with sensitivity

innex d’ onto the t-SNE space

• MDS to visualise representational geometry at the cluster

level

Dataset 2

• 25 subjects (11 M, mean age 

26 + 4 ys) 

• fMRI: 3T, TR 2.5s, TE 34ms, 

3.8x3.8x4.6 mm

• Stimuli: continuous vineo of 

72 hann actions, transitive 

(grasp or touch) or 

intransitive (symbolic or 

nonsense), 18 nifferent 

objects, no repetition

• Feature space: kinematic 

(i.e. action type), meaning, 

object inentity/goal-object

Selecten voxels were

not specific for

transitive actions but

were also tunen to

the feature space of

intransitive actions.

Mapping the relative contribution of action,

animacy ann category nimensions, revealen a

nissociation between kinematic-basen ann object-

basen features at voxel level (fig 2A).

The same voxels were also tunen to kinematic

features of a nifferent set of stimuli (fig 2B) ann

showen a high specificity in their representational

content as they carrien information about object

inentity (fig 2C).

Figure 2. p-valuos associaten to d’ for each categorical nimension of the two natasets were mappen onto the same 2D space nefinen by the t-SNE. A. For nataset 1, action nimension was conen

in ren, animacy in green ann object category in blue; maximal saturation of each channel reflects a p < 1E-08. B. Voxels tuning to transitive actions was further testen using the seconn nataset:

the relative contribution of action features from grasping to touching was mappen with a colour scale ranging from yellow to magenta to cyan; maximal saturation of each channel reflects a p <

1E-06. C. Sensitivity to object-inentity, rather than category, was also mappen ann voxels associaten with p-valuos < 0.05 were colouren in cyan. D. Sensitivity to other action nimensions

(meaning of intransitive actions) was also testen ann the relative contribution of from symbolic to nonsense was mappen with a colour scale ranging from ren to magenta to blue; maximal

saturation of each channel reflects a p < 1E-06.

Figure 1A. Areas showing significant sensitivity

(q<0.01, FDR correcten) for both kinematic- ann

object-relaten features. 1B. Projection of selecten

voxels onto a 2D embenning space: spatial

nistance between voxels reflects similarities in the

representational space; kmoans algorithm

inentifien a total of 11 clusters. FrontOpor: frontal

operculum; OTS: occipito-temporal sulcus; dProCS:

norsal precentral sulcus; PostCS: norsal postcentral

sulcus; FusG: fusiform gyrus; Ling: lingual gyrus; Mid

CC: minnle cingulate cortex; MOG: minnle occipital

gyrus; ParOpor: parietal operculum; PoriCalc:

pericalcarine cortex; pIFS: posterior inferior

frontal sulcus; pMTG: posterior minnle temporal

gyrus; PostCG: postcentral gyrus; PostCS:

postcentral sulcus; ProCS: precentral sulcus; ProCun:

precuneus; pSTS: posterior superior temporal

sulcus; TOS: transverse occipital sulcus.

Results

Voxels inentifien by their response to action stimuli in the first nataset match areas commonly recognizen

as part of the Action Observation Network (AON; fig 1A). Basen on voxels functional similarity, clustering

procenure inentifien 11 clusters, spanning anatomically nistant brain regions (fig 1B).

Multinimensional scaling revealen the same nissociation between object- ann

kinematic- basen features at the cluster level (fig 3).

Figure 3. Multinimensional scaling performen on

the RDM constructen using nata from the cluster;

action type is conen by symbols, while object-

relaten information is color-conen. Euclinean

nistances between stimuli reflect pattern similarity.

Only the two clusters with the highest d’ for

kinematic ann object-relaten features are

reporten: the first row shows the representational

organization of the first nataset stimuli in clusters

2 ann 9, which is nriven by animacy nimension

(same-color markers groupen together) ann

action type nimension (lower spatial nistance

between inentical symbols), respectively. In the

seconn row, nissimilarity structure between

stimuli from the seconn nataset is nisplayen: again,

cluster 9 is organizen primarily arounn kinematic-

basen features, as revealen by the separation in

the Euclinean space between nifferent symbols,

while in cluster 2 shorter lines connecting same-

object stimuli can be observe.
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